429 cadillac engine diagram

Cadillac was the first automobile maker in the world to mass-produce V8 engines. In , when the
Northstar engine series ended production, it became the last General Motors division to retain
its own proprietary V8 design. This changed when Cadillac created the twin-turbo 'Blackwing'
engine in The Type 51 was the first Cadillac V8. Introduced in , it was the standard engine for
Cadillac models. Bore and stroke was 3. This engine was designed under the leadership of
Cadillac's chief engineer , Scottish-born D D'Orsay McCall White - , later a vice president of
Cadillac. White was appointed to a committee of three to supervise the development of the V12
Liberty aircraft motor , that later contributed to cross town rival Lincoln Motor Company
introducing the Lincoln L series much later in Power was up to The L-head was on the Ward's
10 Best Engines of the 20th century list. Cadillac created a new V8, the , for The same year saw
the introduction of the synchromesh transmission. This engine was used in the Series and B
cars of and This used a 3. This engine was used in the Cadillac Series and Series It was
designed to be the company's next-generation powerplant at reduced cost from the and
Cadillac V The monobloc's cylinders and crankcase were cast as a single unit, [3] and it used
hydraulic valve lifters for durability. This design allowed the creation of the mid-priced Series 60
line. This engine was modified with a 3. It was also used in tanks , e. These engines were
produced through For , Cadillac and Oldsmobile each produced a new V8 design the
Oldsmobile engine was the Both of the engines were overhead valve designs, pioneered by
Buick. The Cadillac engine featured a "dry" coolant exited through an assembly attached
directly to the cylinder heads , open runner requiring the use of a tappet valve cover intake
manifold , rear-mounted distributor , and shaft-mounted rockers. Crankshaft end play is carried
by the rear bearing on the two GM engines. It has the lighter 'skirtless' block where the oil pan
flange does not descend appreciably below the crankshaft centerline and they both have a
partial integral cast iron clutch housing that compares to the early Chrysler Hemi V8 design.
This engine features an oiling system which uses a central cast-in passage between the lifter
galleries feeding oil to the cam and crank by grooves machined into the cam bores. A single
drilled passage per bearing saddle feeds both cam and crank journals. Shared with the
Oldsmobile Rocket V8 is how the lifters are supplied oil through small 'bleeds' instead of
placing the lifters directly into the right and left side oil supply galleries. Many early racers
would replace the Cadillac hydraulic lifter and rocker assemblies with the solid lifters and
adjustable rockers from the Studebaker v8 for operation at higher rpm. For the model year
Cadillac redesigned its V8 engine, modernizing the tooling used in the production line while
optimizing the engine's design. The accessories water pump, power steering pump, distributor
mounted on a die-cast aluminum housing at the front of the engine for improved accessibility.
An alternator replaced the former generator. The crankshaft was cored out to make it both
lighter and stronger. For the engine had a 4. It also included its first emission control system , a
positive crankcase ventilation unit was installed beginning in the model year. The was used
through the model year. It is not uncommon to find an early model year with the '63 V8 as
Cadillac tried to use up the older engines in stock. As a result Cadillac introduced an all-new
engine for At introduction, the new engine had a 4. It was used through It was designed with
potential for a cubic-inch 8. For Cadillac fitted a crankshaft with a 4. For compression was
reduced from The was exclusive to the Eldorado until where the powerplant was standard in all
Cadillacs except for the Seville, which was powered by a fuel-injected Oldsmobile Starting in the
mid to late s Cadillac expanded its product range offering more mid sized vehicles, i. In the was
replaced with the L61 , which was the same basic family engine de-bored to 3. The reduction in
displacement was largely an effort to meet CAFE requirements for fuel economy. Throttle-body
fuel injection was now standard on Eldorado and Seville when equipped with the Rear-wheel
drive cars and the Commercial Chassis for hearse and ambulance builders used the Rochester
Quadrajet 4-barrel carburetor. Cadillac referred to this new TBI throttle-body fuel injection
system as Digital fuel injection DFI ; this particular induction system was later adopted by other
GM divisions, except on Oldsmobile V8s, and was used well into the s on GM trucks. This
engine was standard on all Cadillacs except the redesigned Seville , in which it was optional.
For Cadillac introduced a new engine that would become notorious for its unreliable
electronics, the V L The L61 had not provided a significant improvement in the company's CAFE
numbers, so Cadillac and Eaton Corporation devised a cylinder deactivation system called
Modulated Displacement that would shut off two or four cylinders in low-load conditions such
as highway cruising, then reactivate them when more power was needed. When deactivated,
solenoids mounted to those cylinders' rocker arm studs would disengage the fulcrums ,
allowing the rockers to "float" and leave the valves closed despite the continued action of the
pushrods. These engines are easily identified by their rocker covers , which each have elevated
sections over 2 cylinders with electrical connectors on top. With the valves closed the cylinders
acted as air-springs, which both eliminated the feel of "missing" and kept the cylinders warm

for instant combustion upon reactivation. Simultaneously, the engine control module would
reduce the amount of fuel metered through the TBI unit. On the dashboard, an "MPG Sentinel"
digital display could show the number of cylinders in operation, average or current fuel
consumption in miles per gallon , or estimated range based on the amount of fuel remaining in
the tank and the average mileage since the last reset. Another rare and advanced feature
introduced with DFI was Cadillac's truly "on-board" diagnostics. For mechanics who had to deal
with the s, the cars contained diagnostics that did not require the use of special external
computer scan-tools. The new Electronic Climate Control display, along with the MPG Sentinel,
provided on-board readout of any stored trouble codes, instantaneous readings from all the
various engine sensors, forced cycling of the underhood solenoids and motors, and on the V
engines, manual cylinder-pair control. Cadillac hailed the L62 as a technological masterpiece,
and made it standard equipment across the whole Cadillac line. While cylinder deactivation
would make a comeback some 20 years later with modern computing power and using oil
pressure to deactivate the valves by collapsing the lifters Cadillac's V proved to have
insurmountable engineering problems. The main issue was that the Engine Control Module
simply lacked the robustness, programming and processing speed to efficiently manage the
cylinder-deactivation under all load conditions. In the era before electronically operated EGR
valves, the engineers also made an error in using a "back-pressure-type" EGR valve. While this
early effort to match the vacuum-controlled EGR volume more accurately to the engine's load
made sense in a 'normal' engine, it had the effect of causing pinging detonation problems in the
V engine, because 4 cylinders operating under higher load needed more EGR, while they were
actually producing less exhaust flow and therefore less back-pressure to operate the valve. In
an effort to increase reliability, Cadillac issued thirteen updated PROM chips for the ECMs, but
many of these engines simply had their Modulated Displacement function disabled by dealers,
leaving them with permanent eight-cylinder operation. This was accomplished by merely
disconnecting a single wire from the transmission's "3rd-gear switch", or running it through a
switch inside the car for manual override. The was dropped from most Cadillac passenger cars
after the model year, although the V remained the standard engine for Fleetwood Limousines
and the carbureted remained in the Commercial Chassis through The has the distinction of
being the last traditional "big-block" cast-iron pushrod V8 engine available in a production car.
It lasted through in the limousines. RWD models were coupled with the heavy duty THM
transmission, the last factory-produced GM passenger car fitted with this transmission.
Cadillac's DOHC , four valves per cylinder Northstar debuted in , its most technologically
advanced engine ever. Although Oldsmobile , Pontiac , and Buick have borrowed the Northstar
architecture for their V8 and even V6 engines, it was not until the Pontiac Bonneville that a
non-Cadillac used the Northstar name. The Northstar has been produced in 4. The 4. By , the
Northstar engine became standard equipment in the front-wheel-drive Cadillac line. Its final
appearance was in the final generation of the DTS series, produced from to It was also the top
engine option available in the Buick Lucerne produced from through The - XLR-V uses the same
supercharged Northstar V8 as the STS-V, though output is down somewhat due to design
changes made to accommodate the model's more limited underhood space. The supercharger
and four intercoolers are built into the intake manifold. The bores were reduced in size to
increase block strength, increasing the safety margin under boost. The Aurora's cylinder heads
had lower flow characteristics to match the engine's reduced size. The through Seville was only
available with Oldsmobile engines. The engine was "marketed" as a Cadillac engine and was
exclusive to the Cadillac product line, but was in reality produced by the Oldsmobile division.
Buyers were able to choose between gas and diesel versions. In fact, for most of its life, the
version of Cadillac's Seville came standard with Oldsmobile's V8 diesel, with the gas engine
being a no-cost option. With the introduction of the Escalade to the Cadillac lineup, the
small-block Chevrolet L31 V8 Vortec was used, as it was part of the Chevy truck line on which
the Escalade was based. In , the new redesigned Escalade picked up the performance version of
the 6. The CTS-V carries a supercharged 6. The engine is the result of a new clean-sheet engine
design as well as Cadillac's first twin-turbo V-8 engine. It first launched on the Cadillac CT6.
From the s through the s, each GM division had its own V8 engine family. Some were shared
among other divisions, but each respective design was engineered and developed by its own
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Cadillac division of General Motors. With intercooler In 4. I read up on how Cadillac just
increased the bore and stroke in order to raise HP and Torque figures, but is the a completely
new and bigger engine than the or is it the same size engine but with just larger internals?
Views: Share Tweet Facebook. Putting a Crank in a to make a "stroker" engine is one thing, but
you would also need to mate it with the heads if bored out to 4. It truly is a maxed out engine
displacement wise! IF you DO NOT have a good engine rebuild candidate, and DO have a good
engine with Hydramatic rebuild candidate, I might consider going for a engine, else I would stick
with the I looked into putting a 64 crank into a It can be done, but you will need to have custom
pistons made. The wrist pin sits different at a different depth from 63 to The internal boring of
the 2 different years are different. Best solution is to find a 64 engine with the hydra matic crank
already in it. Or get a with the Turbo Hydro Matic and get a hydro Matic crank. I have a Hydro
matric crank if you are looking for a crank. Actually when reading your questions you would be
a lot better off finding a good DeVille. Will be cheaper than trying to convert your Yes, oil is one
of those subjects. Rereading, I was a little unclear with my post about "5w" oil. You are correct;
the majority of the lower viscosity oils are not rich enough in Zinc and Phosphorus to protect
the cam and flat tappets. That is why I switched from the Signature Series to the Diesel 5w when
the reformulation took place. If Amsoil didn't have that Diesel oil, I would probably be using
whatever they had that contained the proper Zinc and Phosphorus content. After rebuilding in ,
I've put around 70K. There are so many variations to consider. For example there are many
flavors of "synthetic oil" eg. If you are cranking the car in extreme cold, the lower viscosity
rating would be the best protection which goes along with the owners manual , and the
synthetic oils especially Group IV as I recall is insurance for extreme temperatures if your
engine overheats. Of course if you go look at the websites you will see extreme differences of
opinions and you just have to do the research and use what you believe is best for your
application. I think the one thing agreed on is use conventional oil on break-in then switch to
synthetic if that is what you want to run. That's what I did and had great results. Jason, Sorry, I
didn't intend be insulting of your knowledge. Let me say, I'm not trying to talk you or anyone
else into using what I use. I'm just trying to clarify information, like you try to do. You found a
very good article, thanks for posting the link. This is my opinion, LOL; you know what they say
about those. I consider today's 5w to be a superior product to what was available when GM
wrote the oil specification for our cars, to use a 10w motor oil. I know you know there is more
wear on a cold start up than most any other time. David, I have understood Oil Viscosity since I
took auto mechanic class in High school some 30 years ago. In fact I've been trying to share
what I know via links such as this I posted on the Help page a couple years ago:. That is not
what I am concerned about. If you are truly starting your car in sub freezing temps the, 5w
would probably be fine and actually recommended. Most of us are not cranking our cars in
sub-freezing temps, in which case the recommend viscosity rating is 10w Jason, I think you are
confused about what the 5 stands for. A is a 30 wt. It is not a 5 wt oil; it flows like a 5 wt when
cold but has the viscosity of a 30 wt. The first number just indicates the cold flow
characteristics of the oil. The lower the number, the better it flows when cold. I ran Amsoil
Signature Series in my 63 until the government mandated reformulation ccurred. I switched to
the Diesel oil for the Zinc and Phosphorus content. Being an Amsoil Dealer, I appreciate the
kind word on Amsoil. I've put hundreds of thousands of miles on cars, trucks and motorcycles
using Amsoil lubricant products, they are top quality. David, I would probably steer clear of the
5 weight oils as they are designed for newer engines with extremely close tolerances. Other
than I have always heard good stuff about Amsoil. Sign Up or Sign In. Tags: weather , Good.
Last reply by Kim K Kaiser 16 hours ago. Looking ahead while things are out. I was thinking of
replacing the carb w a newer edelbrock or holley. I hv seen discussiins regarding this prior.
What woukd be easist transition? Edelbrock orâ€¦ Continue. Last reply by Tony and Ginny 16
hours ago. I replaced the seals then, but decided to replace the master cylinder this time.
Started by Jason Edge in For Sale. Last reply by Jason Edge 19 hours ago. Tags: classic
cadillac parts , classiccadillacparts. I'm trying to remove the rear seatback on my deville conv.
The only help on this site that I can find is the following:. The seatback, its bright stainless trim,
and the speaker grille are removed as an assembly. The seat back hangs on two hooks near the
top, and is retained to the body by two bolts and washers near the floor, one on the right side,
one on the left. Once these fasteners are removed, lift the seat back upward and free it from the
hooks. Posted by michael moorman on November 30, at pm 1 Comment 1 Like. June 1, to June
6, â€” Dorint an den Thermen, Freiburg. Added by Lee Martin 2 Comments 0 Likes. Added by

Lee Martin 0 Comments 0 Likes. Added by Jason Edge 1 Comment 0 Likes. Powered by. Is the
the same physical size as the ? Posted by Chris on May 7, at am View Blog. Thanks much!
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Jason Edge on February 9, at pm Putting a Crank in a to make a "stroker" engine is one thing,
but you would also need to mate it with the heads if bored out to 4. Hello all! Id like to rebuild
the in my 63 Deville wagon. Also the hydramatic has got to go. Too slow. Id like to put the TH
behind it. Many thanks! Enjoy the ride, David. Add Photos View All. View All. Add a Discussion
View All. Blog Posts. Help on Removal of rear seatback on 64 convertible Posted by Nile Bolen
on January 8, at am 7 Comments 0 Likes I'm trying to remove the rear seatback on my deville
conv. The only help on this site that I can find is the following: The seatback, its bright stainless
trim, and the speaker grille are removed as an assembly. Once these fasteners are removed, lift
the seat back upward and free it from the hooks I've removedâ€¦ Continue. Add a Blog Post
View All. Add an Event View All. Add Videos View All. Please check your browser settings or
contact your system administrator. Sign in to chat!

